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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

YOUNG TOUCH FRONT PLATES:  
COLOUR AND STYLE IN A TOUCH 

 
AVE combines touch technology with ultra-thin front plates; available in 15 

colour’s variants and with exclusive 3D effects. 
 
It’s enough a touch to understand that everything has changed. The innovative AVE Young 
Touch front plates make “touch technology” a daily reality, affordable and customizable thanks 
to the many available colours. This product range stands out from current market’s proposals. 
 
Result of years of experience and research in the electric and electronic fields, Young Touch 
front plates combine touch technology with unprecedented ultra-thin and minimal design. 
The ideal solution for who want to customize his future home, office, hotel or to modernize his 
environments. End-customers, interior designers and installers can choose together through 
a wide catalogue of 15 colours. 
 
Made of high quality polymer, five of these variants adopt a revolutionary treatment called 
"3D COLOR", an absolute innovation in this field that allows to get colours with an exclusive 
three-dimensional effects. Maintaining the same ultra-thin design, the plates thus assume 
greater visibility and bring in rooms a unique personalized touch. Available colours are: 3D 
white, 3D brushed beige, 3D clear carbon, 3D dark carbon and 3D onyx. 
 
The three-dimensionality perception is also a feature which distinguishes the remaining 10 
colours; in this case the result is obtained through a modern double-moulding 
techniques where the plates’ body merges with a transparent outer surface that defines a 
new sense of depth. Young Touch catalogue can so include also the following colours: Havana, 
Ivory, White, Ash, Metallic grey, Gold, Plaster, Absolute Black, Sand and Sage. 
 
Young range can also complete the AVE DOMINA’s building and home automation 
systems. The range is available with touch technology or in the traditional version, 
that involves the insertion of the components inside the finishing frames. Both variants have a 
complete series of front plates for 3, 4 and 7 modules of AVE Sistema 44 Wiring 
Accessories Series. It’s therefore possible to realize mixed systems where Young Touch 
plates are inserted into the greater visibility points, while emergency lights and other devices 
can be completed with traditional front plates, creating a full integrated electric system and 
helping the end user to save even if he chooses design and innovation. 
 
Thanks to new materials and new finishes, Young Touch fits nicely in any context, from the 
villa to the office, from the apartment to the loft. 15 different, economically accessible and 
aesthetically pleasing proposals to give a touch of colour and style to your environments. 
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